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Allstate Security Alarm Dispatch Procedures 

Fire: 
 
Commercial - Dispatch the fire department immediately. Once the fire department has been dispatched we call the premises. If 
there is no answer, we will call notification list until a contact has been reached or messages have been left with the entire list. 
 
Residential - Call the premises & first contact. If correct code is given and we are told that everything is fine, we will cancel the alarm 
with no further action taken. If we call the premises and incorrect/no code we dispatch the fire department and call notification list 
until a contact has been reached or messages have been left with the entire list. 

Hold-Up / Panic / Ambush / Hostage / Duress:   ASI Alarm Response is not dispatched on panics. 

Commercial - Dispatch proper law enforcement authorities immediately. No other calls are made. 

Residential - Dispatch proper law enforcement authorities immediately. No other calls are made. 

Burglary: 

Two-call Verification - The premises and the first contact person on the notification list will be attempted. If no answer or no 
passcode is given from either number, the central station will dispatch the proper law enforcement authorities and notify the rest of 
the notification list. 

Commercial and Residential - Call the premises & first contact. If the incorrect alarm cancellation code is given, or there is no 
answer, we will dispatch the proper law enforcement authorities and call notification list until a contact has been reached or 
messages have been left with entire list. 

ASI Alarm Response Clients Only – Burglary Alarms Only – ASI patrol officers will be dispatched to alarms and if any criminal 
activities are found the proper law enforcement authorities will also be dispatched. Client will be needed to meet police if criminal 
activity is found. 

On a Commercial Business, unless 24 hrs. Central Station is not calling premise from 23:00 – 07:00 

Gas Detector: 

This type of signal will be treated as a fire alarm. 

Commercial - Dispatch the fire department and notify the call list. 

Residential - Call the premises & first contact. If no answer/ no code, we dispatch the fire department and notify a contact on the 

call list. 

Trouble-Supervisory-AC Loss: Wait for a Restoral for 15 Minutes First! 

Commercial - Call premises, if no answer, we will call notification list until we speak with someone or we will leave messages with 
the entire list. 

Residential - Call premises, if no answer, we will call homeowner's work or cell until we speak with them or messages have been left. 

Note: The following troubles will be held for 15 minutes waiting for a restore; if trouble condition restores, the signal will be logged 

with no action taken. If the trouble signal does not restore in 15 minutes, the above procedures will take place. These trouble 

conditions are as follows: Fail to Communicate; Network Trouble; Phone Line Trouble; Network Condition; and Loss of Radio 

Supervision. This procedure is for both residential and commercial subscribers. 

Allstate Security Industries, Inc. 
    “Better a Year Too Soon Than a Day Too Late!” 
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Medical: 

Commercial/ Residential - Call the premises. If we call the premises and receive no answer or incorrect alarm cancellation code, we 
will dispatch the medical units and call notification list until a contact has been reached or messages have been left with entire list. 

For actual medical alarms, the operator will stay on the line with the subscriber until help has arrived. 

Temperature or Water Sensor Alarms: 

Notify the premises or the call list immediately. 

Unscheduled Openings: 

Call premises, obtain name and code and adjust schedule. If invalid code is given or no answer, we will call notification list until 
someone has been reached or messages have been left with entire notification list. 

Late to Open: 

Call notification list and advise of no opening. 

*Will not be handled on holidays reported on commercial account record. 

Late to Close: 

Call premises, and obtain name and alarm cancellation code. If correct code is received, extend the new closing time. If incorrect 
code is given, call entire notification call list informing them of signal. 

Late to Test: 

Notify customer. 

Low Battery: 

Commercial - Notify the premises. If unable to reach the subscriber, we will notify a contact on the call list. In storm conditions, no 
action is taken on Low Battery signals. 

Residential- Notify the homeowner at the premises telephone number. In storm conditions, no action is taken on Low Battery 
signals. If unable to reach a contact and messages are left at the premises, no further action will be taken. 

Runaway Dialers: 

Any account transmitting 8 signals or more in a one-hour period. Runaway dialers may block the transmission of other alarm signals 
into the receiver and must be shut down immediately. Client will be called to notify that service needs to be performed on system. 

 

Priority List For Alarm Signals: 

(1) Fire & Gas Detector    (2) Panic, Duress, Ambush, Hold up & Medical 

(3) Burglary      (4) Supervisory & fire trouble 

(5) Unscheduled opening / Late to open / Late to close  (6) Standard trouble  

(7) Low battery & AC failure     (8) Unscheduled closing 

(9) Restore, Bypass & Not on file signals 


